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ABA Therapy – Cheat Sheet for Parents in South Carolina 
 

For parents, setting up an ABA therapy program can be a very confusing and frustrating 
process.  It is made worse by the fact that it usually follows a very recent diagnosis of autism for 
their child.  Parents know that something must be done, but the process of setting up ABA 
therapy is a daunting one.  This Cheat Sheet was created to help parents understand the 
process of setting up ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis) Therapy as well as the terminology 
involved.  It is my hope that the tips I am including below will help to make things easier for 
parents facing difficult decisions. 
 
 
Terminology 
 
ABA:   Applied Behavior Analysis.  Here are some good links that give overviews of this therapy: 
 

 “Applied Behavior Analysis” from Autism Speaks   
http://www.autismspeaks.org/what-autism/treatment/applied-behavior-analysis-aba 

 “What is ABA?” from the Center for Autism & Related Disorders 
http://www.centerforautism.com/what-is-aba.php  

 “A General Overview of Autism and ABA Therapy” from ABA Therapists.com 
http://abatherapists.com/general-overview-autism-aba-therapy/ 

 “Applied Behavior Analysis” from Rethink Autism.com 
http://www.rethinkautism.com/AboutAutism/ABAOverview/  

 
Agency:  The organization that you must hire to coordinate your child’s ABA program.  (See the 
section below called “Where to Start?” for some options.) 
 
Line Therapists:  The people who work the most hours with your child (either in your home or 
at an agency).   

 Line therapists are usually trained by the agency you have hired to coordinate ABA 
therapy.   

 They work a number of hours per week with your child.   

 Sometimes your Agency will provide the line therapists.  Sometimes you are responsible 
for finding them yourselves. 

 If you must find and hire your own line therapists, try the following: 
o Post notices on college Bulletin Boards (especially Psychiatry or Education 

programs).  Contact each college’s office and see if there is an electronic bulletin 
board or discussion list for students on which you can post the job ad. 

o Post notices on church bulletin boards. 
o Ask your Early Interventionist (if you have one) to put the word out for you. 
o Talk to everyone you can about what you are going through.  You’d be surprised 

at the avenues that open up for you in that casual way. 

 You should know that there is a shortage of line therapists. 

http://www.autismspeaks.org/what-autism/treatment/applied-behavior-analysis-aba
http://www.centerforautism.com/what-is-aba.php
http://abatherapists.com/general-overview-autism-aba-therapy/
http://www.rethinkautism.com/AboutAutism/ABAOverview/
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 Families usually end up hiring college students to be trained in ABA therapy.  

 Line therapists do not make much money; they are paid by the hour.   

 Most families hire AT LEAST TWO line therapists.  This helps when people are sick or on 
vacation.   

 You are responsible for setting a schedule for the line therapists.  This is not an easy 
task, especially when college students are juggling work and classes.   Consider keeping 
a large calendar on your countertop for your child’s therapy schedule.  It’s good for all 
the therapists to be able to see who is working when. 

 
Coordinator:  The person from the Agency who coordinates the entire ABA program for your 
child.  Usually this person runs the Initial Workshop (see below), sets up programs and 
processes specific to your child, and comes at least on a monthly basis to train and observe the 
line therapists.  
 
Supervisor:  Some agencies include a Supervisor in the ABA team.  This person usually comes 
once a week to observe the line therapists in action and to alter programs. 
 
Initial Workshop:  Usually a day-long affair, this is basically a training session for parents and 
line therapists.  It’s a crash course in ABA therapy.  It involves your child to some extent and can 
be very intense.  Each agency does this a little differently.    
 
BabyNet and ABA:  Ask for BabyNet’s “autism” manual.  This includes information on ABA and 
explains BabyNet’s support of ABA.  If your child is younger than 3 years of age, BabyNet will 
pay for up to 80 hours a month (20 hours a week) of ABA therapy.   

 BabyNet pays line therapists $8 an hour (usually you must find and hire the line 
therapists yourself) 

 BabyNet also allows hours for Supervision and Coordination. 
 
PDD Waiver:  When your child turns 3, he/she will no longer qualify for ABA services through 
BabyNet.  This is where the PDD Waiver comes in.  PDD stands for Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder, a broad category under which the autism spectrum falls.  This waiver is basically a 
funding source (in South Carolina) for ABA therapy for children between the ages of 3 and 10.  
Up until a few years ago, families had to pay for ABA out of their own pockets.  Luckily some 
families convinced the state to support funding for ABA therapy.  The PDD Waiver must be re-
approved every year by the state legislature.  There is a very long waiting list for this waiver.  
As soon as you get the autism diagnosis, contact DDSN – S.C. Dept. of Disabilities & Special 
Needs – (or have your EI do this) to be sure your child is added to the wait list.  You won’t be 
able to receive services until your child’s “number” is called.   For more information about the 
PDD Waiver, visit http://ddsn.sc.gov/providers/medicaidwaiverservices/pdd/Pages/PDD.aspx. 
 
   
 
 

http://ddsn.sc.gov/providers/medicaidwaiverservices/pdd/Pages/PDD.aspx
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Where to Start? 
 

 If you have an Early Interventionist (EI) with BabyNet, ask for help.  You might request 
an EI who specializes in autism.  They are more likely to have answers regarding your 
ABA therapy questions. 
 

 One of the first things you’ll have to do is decide which agency to hire.  There are a 
number of agencies in S.C. who coordinate ABA programs, including: 

o South Carolina Early Autism Project (SCEAP) - http://www.sceap.com/ 
o Behavior Consulting Services, LLC 

(http://behaviorconsultingservices.com/index.html) 
o Carolina Autism (http://carolinaautism.org/)  
o Butterfly Effects (http://www.butterflyeffects.com/)  
o Autism Academy of South Carolina (http://autismacademyofsc.com/)  
 
NOTE:  You will need to check with each agency to see whether they work with 
BabyNet, whether they accept insurance, etc. 

 
 Once you select an agency, they will work with you to get the ABA program started.  

Usually you will need to have your line therapists hired before you can begin the 
program.  Then you will have an Initial Workshop (training for parents and line 
therapists), which is a “kick-off” to the ABA program.  
 

Miscellaneous Tips 
 

 If your therapists come to your home to work with your child, a family member (adult) 
must be there at all times.   
 

 Though you are not required to participate in the daily ABA therapy, it’s best if you 
participate in the training and keep up-to-date with the processes of your child’s 
therapy.  This way, you can carry over ABA procedures into nights and weekends.  Try to 
involve the whole family.  Even siblings can participate. 
 

 You will likely be asked to purchase therapy supplies as well as certain kinds of furniture 
used during therapy.   
 

 You may be required to maintain some paperwork.  Most Agencies keep track of a LOT 
of data so that your child’s progress can be measured adequately.  It’s possible that you 
will need to help with logbooks or with maintaining statistics.  Don’t worry; you will be 
trained to do this! 
 

 This is important:  ABA therapy should be perceived as “fun” by your child.  If he/she 
seems to HATE the program, something is wrong.  ABA should feel like play to them.  
YOU have the right to control the program; if you don’t like how things are being done, 

http://www.sceap.com/
http://behaviorconsultingservices.com/index.html
http://carolinaautism.org/
http://www.butterflyeffects.com/
http://autismacademyofsc.com/
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speak up!  You are your child’s advocate right now until he/she can speak up for 
him/herself.  You also have the right to demand different line therapists, supervisors, or 
coordinators if you find that someone is not the right “fit” for your child. 
 

 The more involved you are, the better.  But remember that you can’t do it all by 
yourself.  Seek out support and help from places like Family Connection of S.C. 
(http://www.familyconnectionsc.org/).   
 

 
Final Note:  ABA Therapy is not a quick fix, and it is not an easy process.  At times, you will feel 
that your home is being invaded by an endless parade of strangers.  But remember that these 
people are there to help, and that clinical studies have proven that ABA therapy works.  There is 
a network of support out there; talk with other families who are going through the same issues, 
and you’ll know that you are not alone.  Keep in mind that though the years ahead may be 
tough for you and your family, it will be well worth it in the long run.  You can do it! 
 
 
Laura Kane, parent of a child with autism 
Laura.kane@uscmed.sc.edu 
 
 
Note:  This document was created in September 2011.  Things change frequently, so please be 
sure to double-check everything and ask questions! 

http://www.familyconnectionsc.org/
mailto:Laura.kane@uscmed.sc.edu

